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 Yes, you read that right, it’s a janitor. Viscera Cleanup Detail offers an experience that is a roller-coaster of emotions, from
laughter, to shock, to disgust, and everything in-between. The game features six clean up stories, each with their own

protagonist. The rest of the game is split into multiple scenarios that are accessible after completing a story. The earliest game in
the series was developed by the Polish studio, by developer under the name “Cyberpunk”, and released in 2003, and sold more
than 3 million copies across all platforms. The second game, released in 2007 under the name “Viscera Cleanup Detail”, was
released to mixed reviews by the gaming media. The game was well-received by those who played it. It has sold more than 2

million copies across all platforms. You’re not much of a janitor, are you? There are seven janitor jobs to pick, each with their
own opening scene and key quest, that serve to introduce you to a particular area in the facility. Some janitors offer the player

some of the best gameplay. For example, the janitor in the Dog Lab can take some of the most outrageous and hilarious power-
fantasies imaginable. To give you an example, one janitor will you help him steal the brain from the zombie’s head. Yet he will
most likely shoot you with a zombie-brain-splattered rifle if you so much as look at him funny. Regardless of which janitor you

pick, you’ll have the option to buy them a second janitor outfit. Each janitor has their own name, two-colour design and
personality, which includes their speech, appearance and facial expressions. These outfits are locked behind story progression

and the unlocking of other janitor jobs. One of the janitor jobs I really enjoyed was the janitor that cleaned up the release
chamber at the Phantom Zone in the first Viscera Cleanup Detail. This janitor offers a harrowing experience with some truly

intense scenarios to clean up. There are also two janitor jobs on a prison starship in the Detention Area. Viscera Cleanup Detail
2 offers a game that is as humorous as it is disturbing, as each janitor job you complete begins a new game. There are nine

janitor jobs in total. Each janitor job offers the player a different set of actions, events, f3e1b3768c
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